Other Outcomes/Objectives, with Any Associations and Related Measures, Targets, Findings, and Action Plans

O/O 1: Public safety on campus
Efficient management of public safety on campus

Related Measures

M 1: Effective hiring & training
Effective hiring practices and training of police officers. Management of police assets
Source of Evidence: Administrative measure - other
Target:
Hire and maintain the force at least 80% of normal strength.

O/O 2: Safe campus environment
Create a safe campus environment

Related Measures

M 2: Visible force
Survey population. Maintain a highly visible force. Effective crime prevention programs
Source of Evidence: Administrative measure - other
Target:
80% satisfaction rate overall. Maintain fleet of 12 marked vehicles. Maintain accurate and informative web-site.
Train crime prevention officer.

O/O 3: Parking Control
Effective Management of Parking Control

Related Measures

M 3: Investigate automated systems
Train officers in operation of parking control office. Investigate automated systems.
Source of Evidence: Administrative measure - other
Target:
Maintain at least 3 officers in proper operations of parking control. Begin process of finding vendor with IT